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Quasiperiodic order in 
dissipative systems 
SIR-The concept of quasicrystalline 
order' in relation to experimental 
observations'_, in Al.Mn suggests that 
quasiperiodic structures are also likely to 
appear in driven systems undergoing pat
terning instabilities. (Classical examples 
are given by convective instabilities in 
fluids or Turing instabilities in chemical 
systems, for example, ref. 5). Despite the 
complexity of the dynamics, such 
symmetry-breaking instabilities may be 
described near threshold by a kinetic 
equation for the unstable or critical modes 
which play the role of an order parameter. 
They are related for example to the veloc
ity field in hydrodynamical systems or to 
the concentration of active species in che
mical systems"·'. The stabilities of the pat
terns may be ordered in decreasing values 
of the associated Lyapunov functional 
which plays the role of the Ginzburg
Landau-Brazovskii potential in equilib
rium situations. 

Near threshold, structures built on 
wavevectors of critical wavelength may be 
stable and when the Lyapunov functional 
is limited to its fourth order invariant a 
situation very similar to the Landau treat
ment of crystallization is recovered". 
Among the possible patterns one finds, 
for example, layered structures corres
ponding to modulations in one direction 
only, bimodal patterns and structures with 
triangular or cubic symmetry correspond
ing to combinations of critical modes 
with wavevectors forming equilateral 
triangles'. 

However, we have to keep in mind that 
the kinetic equation for the order 
parameter-like variables is obtained via 
the adiabatic elimination of stable noncri
tical modes which are driven by the critical 
ones. Hence their contribution may be
come important for increasing values of 
the bifurcation parameter. As a result, the 
intensity of the coupling between three 
modes is renormalized and, furthermore, 
higher order nonlinearities are generated 
by the driven modes as in the multicompo
nent Landau theory•. The first nonlinear 
coupling induced by this effect in the kine
tic equation involves four critical modes 
corresponding to a fifth order invariant in 
the Lyapunov functional'. This term 
favours the formation of structures built 
on wavevectors forming an equilateral 
pentagon which in two-dimensional sys
tems has the symmetry of a Penrose lat
tice. 

The emergence of high order non
linearities in the dynamics of the critical 
modes favouring quasiperiodic patterns is 
a general feature of this description of 
systems undergoing symmetry-breaking 
instabilities6

·'. Hence, according ot the in
tensities of the nonlinear couplings which 
are system dependent, quasiperiodic 
structures could become the stablest ones 

in some range of the parameters. Having a 
dominant growth rate versus layered 
structures they should also appear after 
sudden increases of the control para
meter. 

In various convective instabilities, the 
increase of the constraint beyond 
threshold leads to the nucleation of de
fects and ultimately to the destruction of 
the translational order". It was suggested 
that this effect could be related to a dis
location induced melting similar to what 
happens in two-dimensional solids""'. 
From the present analysis, however, one 
may also expect the appearance of 
quasiperiodic structures well beyond 
threshold. It would thus be interesting to 
perform diffraction experiments for such 
systems after slow and sudden increases of 
the bifurcation parameter in the region 
where translational order is lacking to test 
whether the disorganization is related to a 
dislocation-induced melting or to the tran
sition from periodic to quasiperiodic 
structures. 
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The cosmic connection 
of catastrophism? 
S1R-The remarks by Weissman' on the 
review by Maddox' require some addi
tional comment. This relates to a possible 
extraterrestrial cause of terrestrial cata
strophism and, in particular, to the origin 
of the suggestion that this might be associ
ated with the Sun's motion in the Galaxy. 

As previously pointed out in these 
pages' pulsations are not a new idea and 
were suggested more than half-a-century 
ago•. Later, in 1947, Umbgrove' reasoned 
that the Earth had a periodicity of about 
250 Myr and drew attention to the similar
ity between this and the galactic day. 
Although Umbgrove was probably the 
first to make such a suggestion, the valid
ity of much of his evidence can certainly 
now be questioned6

• 

Probably the first experimental 
measurements relevant to this topic were 
carried out in the early 1960s' and the re-

suits were published in this journal in 
1971 '. These measurements indicated that 
the times of emplacement (in Myr) of 
mantle-derived carbonatites (for at least 
the last 1.7 Gyr) could be approximated 
very closely by the relationship T,, = 233n 
- 102, with n integral. The similarity of 
this period with that for galactic rotation 
was then noted. The significance of the 
data set used in deriving this conclusion 
has since been tested". From other evi
dence Innanen et al. 111 have subsequently 
proposed a galactic model from which 
they derive an identical numerical value of 
233 Myr for the length of the galactic year. 

In 1971, plate tectonics was in its infan
cy and episodicity and global synchroneity 
were rather unfashionable concepts in 
geology. Over the years, this data set has 
therefore been continually expanded and 
improved" and incorporated into a 
hypothesis of Earth behaviour", compati
ble with plate tectonics, which nonethe
less preserves this fundamental periodic
ity. This hypothesis is testable by carrying 
out more accurate age measurements on 
carbonatites. 

One striking feature of the time dis
trivution is the near coincidence of times 
T,, T, and T, with the boundaries of geolo
gical periods in Phanerozoic time". It is 
therefore tempting to extrapolate back
wards (n ;,,, 4) for a Precambrian time
scale. Another corollary of this hypothesis 
is that, as a large number of carbonatites 
exist with ages around 65 Myr (see, for 
example, refs 12, 14), an atmospheric 
spike of carbonatite-derived CO, may 
have influenced events near the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary" boundary. This 
temporal coincidence can again be tested 
by accurate geochronological measure
ments. Whether, in addition, widespread 
carbonatite emplacement can explain the 
well-documented geochemical anomalies 
associated with this boundary is currently 
being examined by analysing rocks from 
(dated) carbonatite complexes which 
were emplaced across the boundary. 
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